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Abstract 

A security mode1 shoitld be designed in such a way that it is transparent to the rcsers, and 

at the same time easy to maintain and manage even $ a  v e y  complex security mode1 is 

reqrtired to ensure its proper functions. Schema evolution on the other hand is the timely 

change of the schema and the consistent management of these changes. Dynarnic schema 

cvol~~rion (DSE) is the management of the schema changes while a system is in operation. 

The various scherna evolution operations are similar ro the security management 

operations. Thus this thesis proposes a new security model based on DSE that provides a 

flexible set of operations that will ntake security management easier and more 

undersrandable. 

LVindows NT  is chosen as the test phr fom and the model is implemented on it. 

The crirrent securiiy rnodel for the Windows NT operating system is porverjùl and ofers 

mnny valuable features. The User Manager provided by Windows NT is the primav 

method for the provision of security maintenance. Our system supports the following 

features in addition to those currently available on Windows NT.. ( I )  An object-oriented 

hierarchy, su roles and grmps can be supported in a more automated way. (2) A more 

intuitive user inzeflace so the administrative errors are less likely to be problematic. (3) 

Simplified security management on a Windows N T  platJorn (4) Avoids unnecessary 

creation of objects (users /group) and redundant granting / revoking of privileges. 

One of the nicest features of the proposed securiiy model is that both the system 

and the User Manager can operate together. Thus with the proposed model, the 

nzaintenance of the seczcrity model becomes much easier and more encient. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

One of the most challenging problems in managing large networked systems is the 

complexity of security administration. Some of the challenges of security administration 

are: depth of security, ease of access, sound management, protection of integrity, cost- 

effectiveness, secrecy and confidentiality of key software systems, database, and data 

networks. ~Most of the security models currentiy used, require a trade-off between the 

depth of security and ease of maintenance. The dilemrna is that the more secure a system 

becomes, the more of a barrier that security becomes to the normal operations for which 

it is intended. Thus a s e c ~ n t y  mode1 should be designed so it is transparent to the users. 

Funher it must be easy to rnaintain and manage even if a very complex security mode1 is 

required to ensure its proper functions. 

This thesis proposes a new model that provides a flexible set of operations that 

will make security management easier and more understandable. This research uses an 

Object-base Management System (OBMS) because of its ability to handie the complex 

information with complex relationships often found in non-trivial security models. These 

models are often characterized by their dynamics. in other words, once a security model 

has been deployed, changing system and application requirements often demand that the 

model adapt. Fortunately, substantial research has k e n  undertaken in recent years 

describing how to manage the dynamics exhibited by object-based systems. Ideally these 

changes to the model should occur while the system continues normal operation, as it is 

often undesirable or even impossible to stop the system to deploy new secunty policies. 



1.1 Research Framework 

Some of the motivating technologies utilized by the research include: Schema Evoiution, 

Axiornatic model, Security and Dynamics in Security. This section discusses each of 

these motivating technologies. 

1.1.1 Schema Evoiution 

Scherna evolution has been a topic of active research for several years and many 

methodologies have been proposed in the past decade. Schema evolution is the timely 

change of the schema and the consistent management of these changes. Dynamic schema 

evolrttio~z ( D S E )  is the management of schema changes while a database management 

system or an operating system is in operation. Dynamic schema evolution, which plays a 

vital role in object base management systems because of its ability to make changes to 

the database schema while applications are running, is the major contribution of this 

thesis. Typical schema changes that may be required are to the dornain structure, the 

functionality of a particular application, or to meet new performance requirernents. 

1.1.2 Axiomatic Model 

Peters and 0zsu [ l ]  propose a sound and complete axiomatic model for dynamic schema 

evolution in object-based systems supporting types and inheritance. The model they 

propose can infer al1 schema relationships from two input sets that are associated with 

each type cdled the essential supertypes and essential properties. The two approaches to 

dynamic schema evolution are the formal and informal approaches. The axiornatic model 

is a formal treatment of DSE in object-base systems. Peters and 0zsu [ I l  also describes 

the various dynamic schema evolution poIicies of TIGUKAT and indicates how these 

policies can be described using the axiomatic model. 0zsu et al. [2]  suggests various 

issues and aspects goveming implementation design and development of the object 

model TIGUKAT. 



1.1.3 Security and Dynamics in Security 

Security is defined as protection against unwanted disclosure, modification, or 

destruction of data and applications [SI. Security not only means protecting classified 

information but also protecting unclassified but sensitive data or private information. The 

best known US. cornputer security standard is the Trusted Computer System Evaluation 

Criteria (TCSEC). It contains various security features and assurances that are based on 

the Department of Defense (DoD) security poiicy. The mechanism used to gram and 

revoke privileges is commonly referred tc, as "access control". The TCSEC specifies two 

types of access contro 1. The y are discretionary access control and mandatory access 

corztrol. 

in discretionary access control, the owner of an object has complete control over 

the object and specifies the access that particular users or groups can have on that object. 

The objects may be relations. files, named pipes, registry keys, user objects, kemel 

objects, and so on. There are two levels of assigning privileges. They are: 

i> Accoiuzt level where an administrator (or DBA) specifies the particular privileges 

that each account possesses independently on the objects. 

ii) Object level where each object is assigned a particular privilege. 

The account level privileges apply to the account in general. PRvileges like create table, 

create schema, create file etc. are examples of account level privileges. On the other hand 

object level privileges apply to the individual objects. For example, specifying the access 

righis a user possesses on a table or file (Le. read, wnte, execute) is an object level 

privilege. 

Discretionary access control peniits individual users to grant and revoke 

privileges at their discretion. Thus users can grant and revoke accesses to any of the 

objects under their control without the intercession of the system administrator. This is 

implemented by giving al1 the privileges on that object to its owner. The owner can pass 

privileges on any of the owned objects to other users by granting privileges to their 

accounts. 



Mandarory nccess control is a means of restricting access to objects based on the 

sensitivity of information contained in the objects and the formai authorization of 

subjects to access information of such sensitivity. Mandatory access control is a rnuiti- 

Ièvel access control commonly found in government, military and intelligence 

applications. The four main types of security classes used are top secret (TS), secret (S), 

confidentid (C), and unclassified (U) where TS is the highest Ievel and U is the lowest 

level. Such type of access control is used only for secure military systems and its use in 

other applications is rare [4]. 

1.1.4 R d e  based Access ControI 

Ferrido and Cugini[S] present a non-discretionary access control known as role based 

access control (MAC) that is more central to the secure processing needs of non-military 

systems. According to Femalo and Kuhn[4], access control decisions are often based on 

the roles individual users take on as part of an organization. A role is said to specify a set 

of transactions that a user or set of users can perform within the context of an 

oyanization. The key components of the RBAC model are users, roles, operations and 

sessions [7]. 

Multi-user operating systems like UNIX and Windows NT have a poor interface 

for security management. Hua and Osborn [9] rnodeled U N E  access control with a role 

based access control. The role graph is one manifestation of RBAC. A role graph is used 

to visudize the permissions granted to the files in the UNIX system. However, to 

completely model the existing permissions in a UNIX environment, the system file 

permission and the links between the files must be rnodeled too. 

Although role based access control has k e n  realized with UNIX and a few other 

environments[l4], it cannot be implemented in the Windows NT system as Windows NT 

does not allow a complete non-DAC oriented access control mechanism 

Thus the role-based mechanisms cannot be implemented on the Windows NT 

operating system. To provide RBAC a new security model must be implemented that 

provides a better visual interface and easier security management while continuing to 

provide the existing features of the system. 



An object-oriented axiomatic model that captures schematic evolution is adapted to 

improve system secunty dynarnically. Dynamic Schema Evolution provides an effective 

solution to this problem in object-based systems so the sarne feature is used in the 

proposed security model. 

1.2 Thesis Statement 

This thesis proposes a security management model based on well known schema 

evolurion techniques in OBiMSs. The Windows NT operating system is taken as a case 

study and the proposed security model is implemented on it. The proposed model is 

implemented in the Windows NT operating system in such a way that no changes are 

done to the underlying operating system. Further, these changes can occur without the 

need to reboot the system, The model perrnits the user to perforrn new operations that 

makes the management of security easier and more understandable. 

1.3 Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made in this thesis: 

+ In Windows NT the users cannot grant privileges to other users because only the 

system administrator can grant/revoke pnvileges. in short Windo ws NT security 

management requires "administrator" privilege to change access rights even 

though the object may belong to another user. 

+ The proposed model will be implemented only on non-rnilitary systems with 

single level access control. 

+ Windows N T  does not support mandatory access control so  the issue is beyond 

the scope of the thesis. 

+ Windows N T  supports discretionary access control and is considered. 



1.4 Key Contributions 

This thesis contributes by 

Providing an object-based security mode1 based on the axiomatic model's access 

control mechanism. 

Providing a security mode1 that can be implemented without changing the 

operating systern. 

Providing a security rnodel that prevents redundant granting/revoking of 

privileges. It also avoids unnecessary creation of groups thereby simplifying 

secunty management. 

Providing an intuitive interface for the security mode1 that simplifies the task of 

secunty adrninistrator. 

Granting no more privilege than necessary to perform a task. This property 

ensures the adherence to the principle of least privilege. 

The model will be compared with the current Windows NT security model to make sure 

that it supports al1 the functionality that the current model supports. It is also compared 

with the axiomatic model to ensure that its approach is axiomatic. 

1.5 Organization of the thesis 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as followc: In Chapter 2 a review of related work 

in schema evolution, security and role-based access control is presented. In Chapter 3, an 

overview of the axiomatic model of dynamic schema evolution is presented. The 

similarities and difference between the schema evolution and security management is 

also discussed. Chapter 4 describes the architecture of the proposed security model based 

on schema evolution. The advantages of this model over the native security model of 

Windows NT are also discussed. Chapter 5 contains the conclusion and future work that 

should be considered. 



Chapter 2 Motivating Technologies 

By applying Scherna Evolution to the Windows NT secunty model the following benefits 

should be reaiized: 

1 ) It greatly simplifies the management of usedgroup privileges. 

2) It also provides greater flexibility and 

3) Object-oriented approach for security maintenance. 

Schema evolution has been investigated intensively recently [1,2,3] but its potential 

application to security management has not been investigated to date. 

Three fundamental aspects need to be considered before we can address the results 

achieved to date. The first of these is the work on schema evolution in object-oriented 

systems with particular focus on an axiomatic model. Secondly, work directiy related to 

non-discretionary access rules that are often captured in roles. Finaily, it is useful to 

consider other work attempting to provide a "new" interface to an existing systems 

security rnodel. Each of these is briefly discussed below. 

2.1 Schema Evolution 

Schema evolution captures the changes to the schema and ensures that these changes are 

managed consistently. Dynamic schema evolution @SE) is the management of schema 

changes while a system is in operation. Schema evolution is very important to object- 

oriented databases because post design modification is a cornmon phenomenon. The 

various post design changes[l] addressed to date include: changes in domain structure, 

changes in the functionality of a particular application, and changes needed to meet the 

performance requirements. 



The object-base management system's client application rnay be changed 

depending on how the information is organized. AI1 such changes need to be tracked by 

these applications. Some of the cornrnon schema update operations inchde: 

Create a new object type 

Delete an existing object type 

Add a subtype link between existing object types 

Delete a subtype link between existing object types 

Modify type: Add a new property 

iModify type: Delete a property 

Modify type: Change an existing property 

Peters and 0zsu [ 11 argue about two fundamental problerns in scherna evolution: 

1 .  Semantics of Change: The effects of the change on the overall way in which the 

system organizes information (Le. the effects on the schema). 

2 .  Change propagafion: The effects of the change on the consistency of the underlying 

objects (Le. the propagation of the changes to the existing instances). 

Screeriing: The problem of semantics of change is discussed with screening. In this 

method a conversion prograrn is generated in response to schema changes and these 

programs are capable of converting the objects into new representation independently. 

The second solution to the sarne problem is conversion where each schema change 

initiates an immediate conversion of al1 the objects affected by the change. Both these 

solutions cause a delay either dunng accessing the objects (screening) or during the 

modification of schema (conversion). 

Filtering is a technique that c m  solve the problem of change propagation. According 

to this technique al1 the affected objects are updated thereby changing their representation 

as dictated by the new schema. 

A mode1 can use either screening, filtering, or both. The problem of Semantics of 

Change and Change Propagation need to be addressed when schema evolution is applied 

to the secunty model. The system should update each of the objectfs (i-e. users/groups) 

attributes in response to any changes in the properties or its relationship with other 

objects. 



Several resrrirchers have investigated schema evolution in object oriented 

databases[ l.2,3]. Orionf f i ] ,  Gemstone[l6] and O?[ 171 are some of the commerciaily 

availab le objec t-oriented database management systems that support SC hema evolution. 

Evoiution is defined in terms of operations that change individual type definitions. O2 

provides high level operations to manipulate class hierarchies and provide better support 

in expressing type changes while preserving data integrity. 

A formal treatment of schema evolution in object oriented databases is presented by 

Peters and 0zsu [II. An axiomatic model is introduced that provides a solution for 

dynarnic schema evolution by serving as a cornmon, formal underlying foundation for 

describing schema operations. This common framework makes the task of schema 

cornparisons easier. The authors illustrate the dynarnic schema evolution in Tigukat and 

Orion using their axioms. 

2.2 The Axiomatic Model 

Peters and 0zsu [ l ]  proposed the axiomatic model that provides a solution for dynarnic 

schema evolution. Schema evolution could be addressed either informally or rigorousely 

using a formal methodology. informa1 approaches Iead to multiple dynamic schema 

evolution rnechanisms because of the differences in the object model and the choices 

made by the system designers (11. This results in the lack of a cornmon object model that 

makes the cornparison of the object-bases difficult. 

Peters and OZSU'S axiomatic model [ l ]  is a formal treatment of dynarnic schema 

evolution in object-base systems. This model provides a solution for dynamic schema 

evolution in an object-based system by serving as a common, formal, underlying 

foundation for descnbing dynamic schema evolution of existing systems. The major 

benefits of the axiomatic mode1 for dynamic schema evolution in the object-based 

systems are: 

The model is a formal specification of dynamic schema evolution in object-base 

systems. 

The model has proven soundness, completeness and termination properties for the 

derivations performed. 



The model is powerful enough to express the dynamic schema evolution of 

existing objects. 

The rnodel can be used in practice by serving as a common fondat ion for 

characterizing and comparing the dynamic schema evolution of various systems. 

This thesis contributes by describing how the axiomatic model c m  be applied to a 

security model. Schema evolution has many sirnilarities to secunty maintenance. Security 

management undergoes dynamic changes and al1 these changes need to be updated, while 

the security system is in operation. The Windows NT or  U N E  systems for exarnple have 

the concepts of groups and users. Since the axiomatic model treats ail the objects as 

types. the concept of users or groups can be completely replaced by the tem type. The 

axiornatic model is object-oriented and complete so  an efficient security model can be 

implemented with it. 

Peters and 0zsu [II fomalized the dynamic schema evolution characteristics into 

a well defined set of axioms. The axioms automatically maintain the complex schema 

relationships and properties of the schema. Their model can infer al1 schema relationships 

from two input sets essential superope and essenrial properties. The user, schema 

designer, system or a combination of sources can provide the elements of these sets. 

These axioms were consistent with the security management of many systems so they are 

implementabIe. lMore details about the axiomatic model will be discussed in the next 

c hapter. 

2.3 The Role Based Access control 

RBAC has existed for over twenty years, but renewed interest has occurred recently 

because of the disenchantment with the traditional mandatory and discretionary access 

control by many users. The major goal of the role based access control is that, users do 

not have discretionary access to enterprise objects. Femalo and Kuhn 141 argue that non- 

discretionary access controi (role based access control) is critical to the secure processing 

needs of non-military systems. The major advantage of this mechanism is that the users 

are made members of roles (depending on their qualifications and responsibilities) and 



can be easily reassigned from one role to another without modifying the underlying 

~ C C C S S  structure. 

Barkley [7] compared the role based access control rnechanism (RBAC) with 

access control lists (ACL). The various advantages of the role based access control 

mschanism over access control List are also discussed. Onc of the most important features 

of role based access control is that it is not necessary to translate a corporate 

organizationa1 view into another view to accornrnodate an access control mechanism. It 

should be noted that a simple RBAC model is similar to ACL in its expressive power. 

The only difference is that RBAC allows a session (a set of processes called subjects that 

act on behalf of the user) to be associated with a proper subset of the roles (groups in 

ACL) authorized for a user. 

Hua and Osborn [9] provides an interface between role based access control and 

U N K .  .4 model of how to access UNIX files using the role based access control is also 

described. A role graph is used to visualize the permissions granted to the files in the 

U N E  system as shown in Figure. 2.3.1. However, to completely model the existing 

permissions in a UNIX environment, the system file permission, and the links between 

the files must yet be modeled. 

According to Hua and Osbom [9] the role graph model is based on a very generai 

notion of privileges. A privilege is a pair (x,rn) where x refers to an object and m is a non- 

empty set of access modes for an object x. The object referenced by x can be a database 

element in a database environment or any system resource whose access need to be 

controlled. 

The access modes m can be any vaiid operations on x. For example, in Unix m is 

an element of the access modes read, write or execute. The role c m  be defined as a 

named set of privileges. Hua and Osbom [9] represent role as (rprzame, rpset) where 

rpnanie is the narne of the role and rpset is the set of privileges that the role possess. 

Given a role r ,  r.name refers to the narne of the role while r.rpset refers to the set of 

privileges of the role. The terms supertype and subtype used in the axiornatic model use 

the analguous terms is-senior and is-junior respectively, thus the role ri is is-junior to if 

r, . rpset c 5. rpset. Conversely r, is is-senior to ri. 



There are two Crinds of privileges found in a ro!e graph. They are: 

Direct Privilege: These are privileges given to the role directly. A direct privilege of 

a roIe r are those which are not contained in the rpsef of any of r's 

irnrnediate juniors. 

Effectii~e Privilege: These are the union of both the direct and effective privileges of 

al1 its juniors. 

Every role graph has at Ieast two roles: 

MarRole - A union of ail the privileges of the roles in the role graph Le. the role 

with the maximum privilege 

MinRole - the minimum set of privileges available to aU the roles. It is possible for 

the MinRole to have no privileges. 

Some of the important properties of a role graph include: 

A single MaxRole since MaxRole is the root of the role graph that summarizes $1 

the  privileges in the system. 

A single MinRole since MinRole is the base of the system that possesses the 

minimum privilege and al1 the roles inhent those pnvileges. 

The role graph is acyclic thereby disailowing any role ri to be both is-junior and 

is-senior of a role ri. 

There is a path from q, and 5. iff ri. rpset c r, . rpset 

Consider the role graph in Figure 2.3.1 [9]. 



MaxRole 

Figure 2.3.1 A sample Role Graph 

Table 1.3.2 shows both the direct and effective privileges for each role. 

Table 2.3.2 Roles and their Effective privileges 

Effective Privileges 
{ 1,2,3.4,5,6,7,8,9, m l  1 1 

{ 192,3,495,6,7989%10 ) 
{ 1,2*3*4*5*6,7,8,11 1 

Role Name 
MaxRole 

VP 1 
VP2 

Direct Privileges 
Q, 

{ g 9 W  
( 1 1 )  



Role graphs have successfulIy modeled access control mechanisms in UNIX 191. Role 

oraphs cannot be used to mode1 the Windows NT secunty mechanisms because it does s 

not directly support role hierarchies, does not direct1 y suppon role constraints nor does it 

d low a complete non DAC oriented access control rnechanism. ~Moreover the users 

cannot have different sets of permissions for different roles- Smith et ai. [14] carried out 

various analysis to determine if RBAC the mechanism could be implemented in 

Windows N T  3.5, Oracle 4 and Novell Netware 4.1. They concluded that rote hierarchies 

could not be implemented in Windows NT 3.5 and Novell Netware 4.1 but could be 

implemented successfully in Oracle 7. Since Windows NT does not support a completely 

non-discretionary access control rnechanism, this thesis concerns with the Smith 

et.nl. [ 141 findings. 

2.4 Windows NT Security Attributes 

The three most important components of Windows NT are Users, Gro~cps and Domains. 

This section briefly reviews the important aspects of these Windows NT objects to get a 

better understanding of these objects because these ternis are extensively used in the 

remainins chapters of the thesis. More extensive Windows NT documentation have been 

produced including the contribution of Minasi et ai. [IO]. 

Users : For our purposes a user is a person who uses the system. Each user has an 

account and a small database record of information about the user is stored in the system. 

Every user should have a user narne. user password and user restriction or user 

permission and rights. 

Domain: A dornain is a collection of cornputen. NT allows a group of machines 

(connected on the network) to centralize and share the database (that contains information 

about the users) on a single machine. Thus whenever a user needs to log on from any one 

of the machines, NT searches for the account information of the user on the database on 

the central machine. The machine that holds the central database is called the Prirnary 

Domain Controller (PDC). The PDC maintains a database of information about ai1 the 

users on the domain. The information retained includes the user name, their passwords, 

the groups to which each user belongs and the privileges or rights they possess. 



Grorcps : A group is a collection of users. The main objective of groups is to simplify 

the process of administration as it is easier to specify secunty rules to a single group 

rather than dozens of individual members within the group. There are two different kinds 

of groups: 

Global Groups 

Local Groups 

Global Grorcps: A global group is a collection of user accounts that are visible to any 

account participating in a domain. They contain user accounts from one 

domain. The most important concept is that the global group cannot be a 

container for another global or local group. Thus a global group is just a 

collection of individual user accounts. 

There are three predefined global groups that Windows NT creates by default. They are: 

Domnin Adnrins: Members of Domain Admins can administer the home 

domain, the workstations of the domain, and any other domains 

that have added the Damain Adrnins global group to their own 

administrators local group. 

Domain Users: Members of this group have normal user access to both the 

domain itself and for any NT workstation in the domain. 

Dornain Guesrs: This group allows ,ouest accounts to access resources 

across domain boundaries, if they are ganted the required 

privileges by the dornain administrators. 

Al1 these global groups do not exist on the local systems. They only apply to Windows 

NT domains set up on a Primary Domain Controiier. 

Local Group: A local group applies only to a local system and is basically a named 

collection of user accounts (both global and local) and global groups. They 

contain user accounts created on the local computer as well as user accounts 

and global groups from the domain to which the local computer belongs. 

Local groups can contain global groups but local groups cannot contain other 

local groups. 

There are six predefined local groups: 



Adrninistrators: The members of this group c m  fully adrninister the 

computer. 

Backrtp Operators: The members of this group can bypass the file security 

to back up files. 

Guests: This group is set up mainly for users who log on occasionally. 

Thus very lirnited access is given to members of these groups. 

Poiver Users: The users under this group can share directories and 

piinters. 

Replicator The members of this group can support file replication in a 

domain. 

Users: The members of this group are ordinary users who have minimal 

rights. 

We now turn Our attention to the different kinds of privileges and their properties that 

exist in the Windows NT System. 

Privile,pes or User rights: A pnvilege or user rïght is the ability to do a task such as 

backing up data on a server or logging on to the local machine, etc. It is these pnvileges 

that distinguish the different groups (or users). Windows NT has a pre-defined non- 

extensible set of 27 privileges. Often used rights in Windows NT are: 

Access this computer on the network 

Add workstations to the domain 

Back up files and directories 

Change the system time 

Force shutdown from a remote system 

Load and unload device drivers 

Log on locally 

Manage auditing and secunty log 

Restore files and directories 

Shut down the system 

Taking ownership of files or other object 



In addition to these there are other advanced user nghts. Each of these user rights define a 

specific activity chat may be performed once the privilege is enabled. Each of these 

privileges has three attributes: a prograrnrnatic name. a display narne. and a local unique 

identifier. For example the privilege "Force Shutdown the System" is the display name 

and the corresponding prograrnmatic name is 'SeRemotes hutdownPriviIege' . 

We now focus on the tool that is used to maintain the security in NT. The various 

operations that can be done and some of the limitations of the tool will also be discussed. 

The User Marzger : 

The user manager and the user manager for domains are the tools provided by Windows 

NT to administer the user accounts. The user manager for domains administers the 

domains whiIe the user manager administers the local cornputers. 

Sorne of the operations that could be done with the user manager include: 

adding a new group 

adding a new user 

deleting a group 

deleting a user 

adding a member to a group and 

deleting mernbers from the group 

The user manager lacks some key features such as providing a list of users who possess a 

particular priviIege, list privileges that were inherited from their parents, and an intuitive 

interface. Other user manager shortcomings wilI be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 2.4.1 The User Manager 

Figure 2.4.1 illustrates the User Manager. Admirzistrator and Guest are system defined 

users while db2admin and U-Userl are created by the User Manager. Similarly the 

system defined groups include Administrators, Backup Operators, Guests, Power Users, 

Replicaror and Users and the group Ggroupl  is newly created. 



Chapter 3 The Axiomatic Mode1 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter discusses how the schema evolution operations relate to the axiomatic 

model, the sirnilarities between the secunty management and schema evolutions and how 

the axiomatic model could be used to manage the security. For better understanding the 

various definitions and axioms associated with the axiomatic model are defined. The 

remainder of the chapter presents the schema evolution operations and their relation to 

the security management. 

A security model that treats al1 its entities (like the users or groups) uniforrnly will 

ease maintenance. The axiomatic model is object-oriented and soIves the problem of 

schema evolution. The proposed approach uses the axiomatic model to maintain the 

secunty of various systems. The approach's utility is demonstrated with Windows NT. 

The axiomatic model supports features such as subtyping and inheritance. The 

mode1 is a forma1 specification of dynamic schema evolution in object-base systems. Al1 

the characteristics of schema evolution are formalized into a well defined set of axioms 

that automatically maintains the complex schema relationships and properties. 

When this model is used for security, a mapping of al1 the security components 

(like users, groups, privileges, etc.) with the components of the axiomatic models is 

required. Any changes in the secunty components are subsequently translated to the 

corresponding schema changes in the axiomatic model. The axiomatic rnodel can 

automatically update the complex relationships and properties so the resulting changes 

are propagated to the security components of the system as in Figure 4.1.1. The mapping 

of the security cornponents to the axiomatic components depends on the type of the 

system on which the model is implemented. Thus by changing these mappings the same 



modd can be implemented for different systems. Before arguing about correctness, we 

must define some key terrns in the axiomatic model. 

3.2 Fundamental Definitions 

There are two input sets associated with each type in a schema used by the axiomatic 

model, narnely: essential supertypes and essentiai properties. 

Essential supertypes are denoted by P,(t) where t is a type in a schema. The essential 

supertype of a type contains ail the types that must be maintained as 

supertypes of r as long as it is consistently possible. The only way to break 

a link from t to an essential supertype s is to explicitly remove s from P,(t) 

by either dropping the subtype relationship between r and s or by dropping 

s entirely. 

Essential Properties are denoted by N,(t). The essential properties are those 

properties identified as k i n g  essential to the construction and existence of 

type t .  The essentiai properties of a type consist of al1 properties natively 

defined by the type and may contain properties inherited from its 

supertypes. 

Several Additional sets are defined and maintained as part of the axiomatic model 

because of their usefulness. It should be noted that these additional sets are entirely 

derived from the essential supertype and properties sets. 

Native Properties: The native properties N(t) of a type t are properties that are not 

defined in any of the supertypes of t. 

The Inherited properties H(t): of a type t is the union of the properties defined by al1 

supertypes of t .  

Tlze Inteflace I(t): is the union of the native properties N(t) and inherited properties 

H(t). The interface set serves as a specification of ail properties maintained 

by a type. 

Subtyping ( ): allows types to be built incrementaily from other types. The comrnon 

notation used for subtyping is . The notation t s denotes that r is a 



subtype of s. A subtype inherits al1 the properties of its supertype and c m  

define additional properties that do not exist in the supertype. 

Type Luttice L = (TV 5) consists of a set of types T together with a partial order I of 

the elements of T based on the subtype relationships ( ). 

The Supertype Lattice types (PL(t), It) is the set that includes t and al1 supertypes 

(including both immediate and essential) of r. The type lattice Ci of a t-ype t 

is the  set PL(t) including r, with a partial order 5, of al1 the types based on 

the subtype relationships. This is known as supertype lattice and is a subset 

of the type lattice L. 

The upply-ail operation a,(f,T9) is used to support the axioms. This operations 

applies the unary function f to the elements of a set of types TV G T and the 

function f is defined over a single variable x. The semantics of the apply-al1 

operation is to let x range over the elements of T' and for each binding of x, 

evaluate f and include the result in the final result set. 

1 Term 1 Description I 

I Rt)  I Lmmediate supertypes of type t I 

T 

L 

1 s.t,h,T, 1 

The set of al1 types of a systern 

The type lattice of a system 

Type elements of T 

[ 
W t )  

Lt 

Essential supertypes of type t 

Al1 supertypes of type t 

Supertype Lattice of type t 

N t )  

1 M t )  1 Essentiai properties of type t 1 

Native properties of type t 

H(t) inhented properties of type f 1 
I 
I 10) 

Table 3.1.1 Notations for axiomatic mode1 

Interface of type t 

adfm 
4 

Apply al1 operation 



The required notation is summarized in the Table 3.1.1. 

3.3 The Axioms 

The axioms that are used in the axiomatic mode1 are as follows: 

Axioni of Closure: Al1 types in T have supertypes in T giving closure to T. 

a iorn  of Acyclicify: There are no cycles in the type lattice forrned from T and its partial 

order. 

Ariorn of rooredness: A single type 1 in T exists and is the supertype of al1 types in T. 

Axiorn of pointedness: A single type I in t exists and is the subtype of al1 the types in T. 

Arioni of supertypes: The set of immediate supertypes of a type t is exactly the subset 

of the essential supertypes that cannot be reached transitively through 

some other type. 

Axiom of Supertype Lattice: The supertype lattice of a type t includes itself and 

recursively ail supertypes of r formed from the supertype lattices of its 

irnrnediate supertypes. 

Ariom of interface: The interface of a type consists of the union of the native and 

inherited properties of that type. 

Axionz of Nativeness: The native properties of a type are the subset of the essential 

properties that are not inherited. 

Axiorn of Inheritance: The inherited properties of a type t is the union of the interfaces 

of its imrnediate supertypes. 

The Table 3.1.2 lists the set of axioms used to guide schema evolution. 



/ Axiom of Closure 1 Vr E T, P.(t) T 1 
Axiom of AcycIicity vt E T, t e u a,(PL(x), P(t)) 

1 

Axiorn of Rootedness 

Axiom of Pointedness 

L I 

Axiom of Supertype Lattice 'dr E T, PL(t) = u a,(PL(x), P(t)) u {t  } 

3 TE T, Vr E T I TE PL(t) A P,(t) ={ } 

3 TE T ,  Vr E T I tg  PL(1) 
I 

I 1 Axiom of Supertypes 

1 

Axiom of Interface 1 Vr E T ,  I(t) = N(t) u H(t) 

'dt E T, P(t) = Pe(t) - u ax(PL(x)n Pe(t) - { x )  ,Pe(t)) 

1 Axiom of Nativeness 

Table : 3.1.2 Axiomatization of subtyping and propeny inheritance 

Vt E T, N(t) = N,(t) - H(t) 

Axiom of Inheritance 

These axioms can be used to present a uniform framework for specifying the 

semantics of the schema and how it evolves. Funhermore these axioms also serves as a 

fouridation for developing the secunty model. 

Typical schema changes like adding and dropping types, adding and dropping 

subhpertypes relationships between types, and adding and dropping properties of a type 

have similarities to the operations performed by the security model. These operations 

include addingdeleting user, addingdeleting rnembership relationships between users 

and groups, and adding/deleting user rights or permissions. The axiomatic model 

provides a good solution to schema evolution and thus this chapter discusses how this 

axiomatic model can improve the security of different systems. 

vt E T, H(t) = u a, ( i(x), P(t)) 

3.2 Invariants of schema 

Peters and 0zsu identified a set of invariants for maintainhg the semantics of schema 

modifications in TIGUKAT Cl]. These invariants rnust hold before and after schema 

changes are performed. The invariants include type lattice, full inheritance, domain 

compatibility, distinct behavior, full implementation and direct supertype invariants. 

These invariants are applicable to secunty maintenance too, so each is briefly discussed 

below. 



Type Lartice Invariant: The type lattice is a connected directed acyclic graph. Thus some 

of the important tems of graph theory are defined in t ems  of the Type Lattice. The 

nodes of the lattices are types and the edges are subtype relationships. In the acyclic 

oraph s h o w  in Figure 3.2.1, the <ail of the edge is the subtype of the type pointed to by 3 

the head. in the proposed security rnodel, the direction of the arrow is changed for the 

sake of clarity so the tail is the supertype of the type pointed to by the head. The lattice 

has a single system defined type Tobject as its root and the system defined T-nul1 as its 

base. There are no isolated types and thus every object in the lattice is a subtype of 

T-object. 

Cltain: A chah in the type lattice is a collection of types, totally ordered by subtyping, 

such that they form a single connected path through the lattice. A chain can also be 

defined as a collection of types that are connected by sub/supenype relationships such 

that they form a connected path through the lattice. 

A chain of length one from a type T-a to a supertype T-b is called a direct 

supertype link from T-a to T-b or a direct sub-type link from T-b to T-a as shown in 

Figure 3.2.1. 

Figure 3.2.1 Chain relationships 

Full inherifance Invariant: A type inhents al1 the behaviors from its supertypes. Al1 the 

behaviors inherited by a type are called the inhented behaviors of the type. The additional 



behaviors that are defined by the type are cdled the native behaviors. The union of the 

native and inherited behaviors is called the interface of the type. Thus. a type's interface 

is a superset of the union of interfaces of its supertypes. 

Direct Superrype hvariant: A direct supenype Iink between two given types T-a and 

T-b is the only chah  linking the types. This is because, if mother c h i n  Links both the 

types, then this direct supertype l i n '  is dropped as shown in Figure 3.2.2. This means 

that, if there exists a chain from T-a to T-b greater than length one, then there are no 

direct supertype links (Le. chains of length one) from T-a to T-b. 

Before Adding T-new After Adding T-new 

Figure 3.2.2 Addition of a new type 

Do/nain Compatibility in va ri an^: The result type of a behavior in a type must generalize 

the result type of that behavior in al1 subtypes. That is, the result type of a behavior 

defined on a type, Say T-a must generalize the result type of that behavior in al1 subtypes 

of T-a. 



Temporal Invariant: The behaviors defined in the interface of a type at a given time are 

applicable to al1 instances of that type that exist at that tirne. Thus, if a behavior exists in 

the interface of a type at a given time t and I is within the life span of an object of that 

type. then the behavior is applicable to the object. 

Recall that the two issues of schema evolution are the semantics of change and 

change propagation. Semantics of change refers to the effects of the schema change on 

the overall way in which the system organizes information (Le. the effects on the 

schema). Conversely change propagation refers to the method of propagating the schema 

change to the underlying objects (ie. to the existing instances). The next section describes 

how the axiomatic mode1 deais with these two problems. 

3.3 Semantics of Change 

This section shows how the Axiomatic Mode1 solves the problem of Semantics of 

Change and Change Propagation. It also shows how this model links to the secunty 

model and the impact that it has in doing so.The typical schema changes includes: 

Modify Type (Add Behavior) 

Modify Type (Drop Behavior) 

iModify Type (Drop supertype Link) 

Add Type 

Drop Type 

Add Class 

Drop Class 

Add Collection 

Drop Collection 

Among these schema changes add class, drop class, add collection and drop collection 

are not discussed as al1 the security objects like the users or groups are viewed as types 

and thus these schema changes are not used. This section considers al1 other type related 

operations. 



3.3.1 Modify Type (Add Behavior) 

This operation adds a behavior to the type. The operation cannot be carried out if it is 

already defined natively. This is mainly because the behaviors must be distinct in the 

rtviomatic model. The behavior is inherited by ail subtypes of the type to which it is 

added. However if this behavior is already inherited by any of its subtypes then there is 

no change in its behavior. The event corresponding to this schema change (adding a 

behavior) in the security model is the granting of privileges. Any user or group can be 

zranted privilege only once. Thus granting of privileges to a group or user should be 
C 

rejected if the user or  group has already obtained the privilege natively. The proposed 

model will allow the addition of a privilege to a user or group, if the privilege is not 

native. However the pnvilege is only added to the set of native privileges and is not 

granted if the privilege is aiready inherited from some other objects (user o r  groups). 

Similarly if the privilege is aiready acquired by any of iis subtype through inheritance 

then it results in no change in privilege. 

3.3.2 Modify Type - Drop Behavior 

This operation drops a native behavior from a type. The operation cannot be carried out if 

the behavior is not defined on the type or if it is inhented from another type. Thus, only 

native behaviors c m  be dropped. I f  an inherited behavior of a type must be dropped then 

the corresponding behavior should be dropped from al1 its supertypes. Otherwise, the full 

inheritance invariant will cause the type to re-inhent the behavior once again. Thus with 

the limitation that only native behaviors can be deleted, the original behaviors of al1 the 

supertypes remains unchanged. 

When a native behavior is dropped, its native definition is propagated to ail its 

subtypes. If the subtype inherits this behavior through some other chah ,  then the 

behavior is added to the set of inherited behaviors otherwise this behavior becomes native 

to that type. With this approach, the interface of the subtypes, retain al1 their original 

behaviors and only the single affected type (whose behavior is removed) drops that 

behavior. This approach is taken in the TIGUKAT object model because it aiiows 



behaviors in a type to be flagged as semi-native. Thus, such behaviors should not be 

dropped by a recursive decent drop process but instead should persist, as native 

definitions in thosz types. In the case of the ORION object model. the semantics of 

behavior dropping is to recursively drop the behavior frorn d l  the subtypes as well. This 

is similru to the operation of dropping of privileges in the management of security. The 

approach of ORION is taken when this model is implemented for the maintenance of 

security as the TIGC'KAT approach will make the security management more complex. 

In security maintenance, when a privilege is removed from the group, then this privilege 

siiould be rernoved from al1 its subgroup (users). Thus the approach taken by the ORION 

object model is used to ease security management. 

3.3.3 Modify Type - Add Supertype link 

This operation adds a subtyping relationship between two types. A type A cannot be 

added as a supertype of type B if 

It introduces a cycle in the Iattice 

A is already linked to B through some other chah  

There exists a behavior b found in both A and B and the result type of the 

behavior in A does not generalize the result type in B. 

The third rule is not taken into consideration when implementing the security model as 

the behaviors are treated as privileges that does not have a resuk type. 

When A is added as a direct supertype B, al1 the behaviors of A are inherited by B 

and al1 its subtypes. This is equivalent to propagating the inheritance of added behaviors 

defined above and follow al1 the rules established for that operation. 

The privilege propagation is a feature that would sirnplify the process of security 

maintenance. Thus when any object is added as a subtype of an object, it inherits al1 the 

privileges thereby avoiding redundant granting of privileges. This schema change is 

similar to adding a user as a member of a group. 



3.3.4 Modify Type - Drop a supertype link 

This operation drops a subtype link between two types. A direct supertype link to 

T-Object cannot be dropped. The semantics of the operation are: 

to drop the direct supertype link between the type and the direct supertype of that 

type 

re-establish links between the type and supertypes of the direct supertype 

re-establish links between the type and the subtypes of the direct supertype 

Consider the exarnple ilfustrated in Figure 3.3.4.1. 

Before Dropping link 

between T and S 

After Dropping the link 

between T and S 

Figure 3.3.4.1 Effects of dropping a direct supertype link from type T to type S. 

Now assume that the direct supertype link from T to S is to be removed. The following 

set of operations is canied out in the process of deleting the subtype link: 

According to the axiomatic model, a supertype link from T to every supertype of 

S is added unless T is linked to the supertype(s) through another chain. Thus in 

the figure. T is re-linked to A2 but not to Ai since T is already linked to Al 

through the chain containing B. Unfortunately this approach cannot be 

impfemented in the secunty model. Thus this semantic change will not add the 

link between T and A2 when implemented for security. In this case A2 not only 



loses the direct supertype but also al1 the supertypes of the direct supertype T 

unless they are linked to this type through some other type or T is the essential 

supertype of Al. 

This schema change will add a supertype link from each subtype of T to S, unless 

the subtype is linked to S through another c h a h  Thus DI is re-linked to S, but D2 

is not since it is already linked to S through the chain containing C. This ensures 

that the interface of T's subtypes are not affected by the change. In the proposed 

rnodel implementing this feature makes the process of security management more 

complex and thus DI is not re-linked to S. Thus S loses al1 the subtypes of T 

unless the subtypes has S as their supertype. 

This operation drops the native behaviors of S from the interface of T. In the 

axiomatic model, the behaviors are not dropped from the subtypes of T, as the 

subtypes are re-linked to S by the step above and therefore inherit its behaviors. 

Since the above two steps are not implemented in the proposed security mode1 al1 

the behaviors (both inherited and native) are removed from the type, unless the 

behaviors are native or inherited through some other c h a h  

The above operation must be slightly modified CO suit the needs of the secunty 

environment. Dropping a supertype link can be compared to the removal of rnernbership 

of a user from a group. When a user loses the membership in the group, then the user 

should also lose al1 the privileges that cornes from the group. Windows NT handles the 

privilege propagation in this way and thus the proposed model is also implemented with 

the same features. This change however does not affect the correctness of the axiomatic 

model. 

3.3.5 Add a Type 

This operation creates a new type and adds it to the existing lattice. Type creation is also 

supported through regular subtyping which is an operation provided by the axiomatic 

model. The axiomatic model allows the creation of a type with specific behaviors. 

The proposed secunty mode1 views al1 secunty attributes, like the users and 

groups, as types. Thus creation of a new user or group is sirnilu to the schema change of 

addition of a type. The proposed security model views both the groups and users as one 



single enrity type, thus a user c m  be a supertype of both users and groups and simiiarly a 

group c m  be a supertype of both users and groups. Certain operating systems like the 

Windows N T  do not allow the addition of user to be a supertype of any object. This 

results in the redundant creation of new groups, addition of privileges, and addition of the 

members to that group. These operations add more complexity but when al1 the entities 

(users and groups) are treated uniformiy the management of security becomes more 

efficient, 

3.3.6 Drop Type 

This operation drops a type, thereby removing it from the schema. It should be noted that 

the primitive types of the model cannot be deleted. Let us consider the example shown in 

Figure 3.3.6.1. 

Before Dropping T After Dropping T 

Figure: 3.3.6.1 Effects of dropping a type T 

According to the axiomatic model, every direct subtype (B, ) of a dropped type T is re- 

linked to every direct supertype (Ai ) of T unless there is a chah from B, to Ai that does 

not include T. Furthemore the native behaviors of T are propagated to the direct 

subtypes so that they become native in the subtypes unless the behavior is inherited 

through some other chain. Recall however that this could increase the complexity of 

security management. Thus the same model is modified when used for security 

maintenance. In the proposed model every direci subtype of Bj of a dropped type T is 

removed from every direct supertype Ai of T unless there is a chah from Bj to Ai that 



does not include T. The native behaviors of T are removed from every subtype of T 

unlsss the behavior is inherited through some other link. This object group is formed 

because any change to it  should be propagated to al1 its members thereby avoiding 

redundant granting and revoking of privileges to each user. 

Thus according to the axiomatic model the subtype B i  is re-linked to both the 

supertypes Ai and Ai, while B2 is re-linked to Al but not A2 as it is already linked to Al, 

through the chain that includes S. Thus in the proposed secunty model such re-linkinp is 

not possible. 

In the axiomatic model if both T and S define a native behavior 6,  then a native 

definition of b is propagated to BI and not Bz as the behavior is still inhented through S. 

However in the proposed model the privilege is removed from BI. as the object obtained 

this privilege from T and since T is removed the privilege does not exist any more. Thus 

the privilege b continues to be an inherited privilege in the case of B?. 

In short with certain modification to the axiomatic model, it can be successfully 

used to maintain the security mechanisms. 

[ Axiom 1 Support 1 Remarks 

1 Acyclicity 1 Yes 1 Explicitly supported I 

I I 1 types outside the type hierarchy I 

L 

CIosure 

I I 1 hierarchy I 

Yes 

1 Pointedness 1 No 1 No support for pointedness 1 

It c m  be assumed that there are no 

The type T-object is the root of the 
I 

Rootedness 

1 hheritance 1 Yes 1 Supports full Inhentance I 

Yes 

S upertypes 

Supertype Lattice 

Nativeness 

Table 3.3.6.2 sumrnarizes the various features that the proposed secunty rnodel supports. 

Clearly the proposed model supports almost al1 the features of the axiomatic model. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Interface 

Explicidy supported 

Table: 3.3.6.2 Axiomatic support for the proposed model 

Yes Native + Inhetited 



Chapter 4 The Windows NT Security Management 

System 

The current secunty model for the Windows NT operating system is very powerful and 

has many features. The User Manager provided by Windows NT is the primary method 

for the provision of security maintenance. Unfortunately this tool does not offer several 

features which would make the security managers's task more intuitive. This thesis 

demonstrates a new technique to support the security on a Windows NT platform. 

Our system supports at least the foltowing features: 

A more intuitive user interface so the administrative errors are less likely to be 

problematic. 

Simplified security management on a Windows NT platform. 

Avoid unnecessary creation of users / groups and 

Avoid redundant granting / revoking privileges. 

Security maintenance c m  be compared to Dynamic Schema Evolution as both the 

processes involves the management of the changes while the system (database in the case 

of schema evolution and operating system in the case of the Windows NT) is in 

operation. The axiomatic model provides a solution for the Dynarnic Schema Evolution 

in the object-based system so the sarne model can be used in secunty maintenance. 

The new security model SAM (Security Axiomatic Model) makes the system 

security administration much easier and more efficient. The proposed model is 

implemented in the Windows NT operating system without changes to the operating 

system. Since the model is based on dynamic schema evolution, it can be implemented 

even while the operating system is in operation (Le. without shutting down the system). 

The components of the axiomatic model are viewed as Windows NT objects for better 



understanding and easier maintenance. For example. the 'types' in the axiomatic mode1 

are viewed as 'users/groups* in the proposed model. Sirnilarly 'propenies' are viewed as 

'privileges' and hence 'essential properties' and 'essentiai supertypes' becornes 

'essential privileges' and 'essentiai super users/groups,' respectively, in the proposed 

model. 

4.1 Architecture Overview 

The SAM security management system contains three important components. They are 

the Windows NT layer. the axiomatic layer and the security management sysiem 

interface. The interaction between the components is shown in Figure 4.1.1. 

Axiomatic Layer 

Security Manager / Interface 

Windows NT 
Operating Systern 

L / 

Figure 4.1.1 Different Layers of Secunty Management System 



It can be seen that the security manager interface connects Windows NT'S security 

system with the axiornatic model. Each component is discussed in the next few sections. 

4.1.1 The Axiomatic Layer 

This component stores al1 the Windows NT objects and their properties in terms of the 

axiomatic model. Windows NT'S security model is a flat stnicture. Cisers cannot be 

subtypes of others nor can a group be a subtype of another group. However, the same flat 

structure can be expressed with an axiomatic rnodel, thereby enabling both groups and 

users to be classified as types. The axiomatic model defines every type (users or groups) 

using subtypes and supertypes. SAM implernents this object-onented model with a file 

(extemal to NT'S security system) that holds metadata about each of the types (users and 

groups). Therefore, the axiomatic layer is composed of two important components: 

The Axiornatic model 

The Metadata Axiom File (MAF) 

NT user and group properties and their relationships are captured and expressed in terms 

of axiomatic properties. This model treats al1 the users and groups as types and pnvileges 

as properties. Any change in the subtype/supertype relationships or their properties result 

in corresponding change to the axiomatic model's properties. This rneans al1 the features 

supported by the axiornatic model such as: adding and dropping types, subtype, supertype 

and properties of a type are automatically supported by our security management system. 

Recall that Windows NT does not support these features because its security mechanism 

is not object-oriented. 

The Metadata Axiom File is required because state information required by the 

axiomatic component is completely different from the structure of the traditional 

Windows NT security model. Thus the Metadata Axiom file holds ail the data required to 

build the axiomatic mode1 of the NT defined users and groups. Metadata stored in the 

M.4F includes: 

Ali the types 

The subtypes of each type 

The supertype of each type 

Essentiai properties of al1 type 



Native properties contained in each type 

Inherited properties of al1 types 

ati c model. This me These properties play a key role in building the axiom :tadata provides 

the information required to efficiently manage security on a NT machine. The Security 

Manager stores these properties in the MAF so al1 information about user and group state 

is saved. The axiomatic model for the user is dynamic so each time our Security Manager 

is loaded, the axiomatic model is built from the rnetadata in the MAF, thereby restoring 

the exact state of each of the objects. 

Although Windows NT does not support the features provided by the axiomatic 

model, the Security Manager provides an object-oriented security model. The Security 

Manager interface ensures that dl changes made by Our system are propagated to NT. 

4.2 Windows NT security Mechanisms 

The Windows NT's security model is flat structure and does not support any hierarchical 

structure, let done  an object-oriented one. NT supports their security model with the 

User Manager. The NT model's security features supported by the User Manager 

include: 

Add / Remove a Group 

Add / Rernove a User 

Add /Remove a rnember of a group 

Add / Rernove privileges of a group 

Add / Remove privileges of a User 

Each of these functions is described in the sections below. 

4.2.1 Add / Remove a group 

NT's User Manager is used to add new groups to the system. Newly created groups d o  

not have any pnvileges or  user rights. A Iist of members can be added to the group who 

then inherit the corresponding rights and pnvileges. This means that each user must be 



added to each group in which it should have privileges. It would be preferable to add 

groups of users to the newly created group thereby easing the process of creating new 

classes of users. In effect a hierarchy of user groups would be extremely helpful in 

security management. 

Conversely, when a group is removed al1 members lose their membership. If the 

group has privileges. its memben will dl lose them unless they are explicitly given to the - 
member through the granting of direct privilege. ldeally privileges could be grouped and 

formed into a hierarchy so that by dropping a subgroup the users would lose only a subset 

of privileges while maintaining those granted by the "super" group. 

4.2.2 Add 1 Remove a User 

New users initially belong to the "Users" group but the User Manager can insert them 

into additional groups. Users are atomic in that NT does not support the concept of a 

"user hierarchy" so users are inserted into groups only. When users are removed, they are 

physically removed from the system. The removed user is extracted from any groups to 

which they belonged. Finally, it should be noted that when a user is deleted it is 

completely removed from the system so even adding an identically named "new" user 

does not restore the old one. 

4.2.3 Add 1 Remove Member to the group 

Group membership can be specified while creating the group or user1. or at any time after 

the group is created. Once a user is addrd to a group. d l  group privileges are inhented. 

Groups are cornposed of an arbitrary number of users but cannot contain other groups. In 

short. a group is only composed of existing users. 

When a member is removed from a group it loses al1 privileges it inherited from 

the group except those that were granted directly. For example, if a user is given a 

privilege 'P' explicitly (direct privilege) which is also inherited from ones of its groups, 

the rernoval of the group does not remove 'P' because of the direct privilege. 

I Users can only be inserted at the time they are created if the group has already been created. 



4.2.4 Add / Remove Privilege of a group 

Whenever a privilege is added to a group it is propagated autornaticalIy to al1 rnembers. 

Unfonunateiy Windows NT does not provide a mechanism to view privileges inherited as 

a result of group membership. The User Manager only provides a list of direct user 

privileges. Therefore, changes to group privileges are not reflected when viewing the 

users in the User Manager. A list of users/groups with a particular privilege can be 

created but i t  is impossible to find a complete list of privileges held by a particular user. 

Consider a scenario where we would like to remove one of a user's privileges. To 

accomplish this we would like to remove the direct privilege and the privilege from ail 

croups ro which the user belongs that have the privilege. Deleting the direct privilege is 
Ci 

trivial and once completed the User Manager will correctly display the absence of the 

privilege. But what about the privileges inherited frorn the groups? NT is very robust in 

that deleting a privilege from a group will remove it from both the group and its 

members. Although this is correct, it is impossible to tell by sirnply looking at the user 

privileges if the privilege has been completely removed. If we identify al1 groups but one 

containing the privilege, it will remain and be undetectable. 

4.2.5 Add / Remove privilege €rom a User 

Users can have privileges granted to thern from the User Manager. These are known as 

direct privileges. If this privilege is revoked the user will lose the direct privilege only. In 

other words, if the user is a rnember of a group that holds the privilege, the user will not 

lose it  completely. This case is very difficult to handle with NT'S User Manager as we 

discuss in the next section. 

4.3 The Security Manger Interface 

The security manager interface is a component that links the Windows NT security mode1 

and the axiomatic model. It ensures that al1 changes made by Our system are propagated 

to NT. It provides a translation frorn/to Windows NT'S security model and the axiomatic 

rnodel. Since our model sees secunty pnvilege changes as schema evolution, updates to 



NT privileges are propagated as axioms to the axiomatic model. Conversely changes 

within the Secunty Manager are propagated to NT as privilege changes. 

4.4 System operation 

SAiM (Security Axiomatic Model) is installed above the native security model of 

Windows NT. The axiomatic model is represented by a directed graph where a node 

represents each user or group and the sub-type / super-type relationship is represented by 

an edgc An edge from a node A to node B indicates that the type A (user / group) is the 

supertype of type B. Further type B inherits al1 the properties of type A as expected. 

For any two nodes Ni, Nj . if Ni is contained in the interface of Nj, then there 

must be a path between Ni and Nj. The interface of a particular node A is a set that 

contains al1 the nodes that are super-types of A. 

Figure 4.4.1 is a snap shot of the object-oriented view of Our security model for 

Windows NT. The type Tobject is the root of al1 the other types (both users and groups). 

This means the type T-object has the minimum privilege and that al1 others inherit the 

privileges it possesses. The groups Administrators, Power Users, Guests, Replicator and 

Users are the irnmediate subtypes of T-Object. Since NT does not allow a group to be a 

member of another group, al1 groups are attached only to Tobject, initially when the 

native security mode1 is converted to the axiomatic model. The users DbZAdmin and 

Grcesr are the members of the Administrators and Guests groups, respectively, so there is 

an edge from the type Administrators to the user DbZAdmin and from Guests to Guest. 

The direction of property propagation is top-down. For example, the user Db2admin and 

groups G-Groupl and Administrator inherit al1 the properties of Administrators. 

Similarly the users guest and U-Used inherit ail the properties of the Guesrs group. To 

achieve greater clarity, different colors are given to System defined groups (Red), System 

defined users (Magenta), User defined groups (Green) and User defined Users (Yellow). 



Figure 4.4.1 The Interface showing groups and users 

We now summarize some of the asiomatic components in ternis of Windows NT objects 

that ucre previousiy described in terrns of axiomatic rnodel: 

o p e :  N T  objects are commonIy referred to as types. This includes both users and 

sroups. 
b 

Pmpenies: The privileges associated with each group or user are termed as properties. 

S d & T ~ p e  a~zd Super-Ppe:  Subtyping pemi ts an object to be built based on another. For 

example. ivhen ri user is added as a member of a group, then we say that the user is a 

subtype of group or the group is the supertype of the user. Both users and groups are 

\-ie~ved as types so a user can be a subtype of another user. group can be a subtype of 

another group or a group can be a subtype of another user. By subtyping, an object (user 



or groups) inherits al1 the properties of the supertype. An object can have multiple 

supeq.pes 2nd in  thrit case i t  inherits the properties of al1 the supertypes 

Esseiiriai S~lper-Tvpe: The essential Super-type of an object (user or group) contains al1 

the users or groups that are essential to construct the object. Al1 immediate super-types 

are essential and thus every group is an essential super-type to al1 its members. 

Super-ope Larrice: An object's t4pe lattice contains the object and al1 its super-types. 

We now tum to the securïty management features supported by the security manager: 

Xdd / Remove a Group 

Add / Remove a User 

Add /Remove ri sub-type (both users and groups) 

Add / Remove privileges of a group 

Add / Remove privileges of a User 

4.41 Add / Rernove group 

When a group is added, axiomatic metadata should be specified. This data might include 

the essential supertypes, immediate subtypes and the privileges the group possesses. 

Unlike NT'S security model, SAM allows the users or groups to be essential supertypes 

or immediate subtypes. In other words. both the users and groups can contain others. The 

oroup and its privileges are sent to the axiomatic component, which adds this p u p  as a 2 

new type. Once the axiomatic model is updated, the affected NT objects 

(users/groups/pri vi leges) are modi fied. 

The insertion process requires that the group is created and al1 supertype privileges 

are given to this proup. Thus. the group has inherited al1 the properties of its supertype. 

These privileges must now be propagated to al1 its immediate subtypes. Two cases must 

be considered: 



Cusr 1: If the immediate subtype is a user then the user is added to the group's 

membership roster. Once added to the group. XT propügates the _oroup's 

privileges so there is no need to do this explicitiy. 

Cuse 2: If  the immediate subtype is a group. then al1 of the goup's privileges must 

be e.upIicttly propagated to the subtype groups. This explicit propagation must 

be handled recursively to ensure that al1 children, grandchiIdren. etc. receive the 

necessary privi Ieges. 

Figure 4.4.1.1 (a) depicts groups '4. B. C. D, E and F with 3 grilphical depiction of the 

üsioniaiic model. Addition of group X as a supertype of A results in the propagation of 

X's privile_oes (PI. Pz.  P3. PI) to the immediate subtype A and to groups C, D, E and F 

which is the behavior expected in an object-oriented inheritünce hierarchy (see Figure 

4.4.1.1 (b)). 

Deleting ri group removes the corresponding type from the axiomatic rnodel. 

These changes are reflected to al1 its subtypes but the effect differs depending on the 

subtypc's type (Le. user or group). If the subtype is a user, it is removed from 

membership in this group. If it a group. the privilege is removed unless it is held as a 

direct pnvilege or inherited through another path. These changes are subsequently 

propagated recursively to al1 the affecied types (groups and users) below this point in the 

hierarch y. 



Fisure 4.4.1.1 : Addition of Groups (a) Before (b) After 

4.4.2 Add / Remove a User 

Adding a user to our system results in the creation of the new user on NT.  The user can 

be created with no supertypes (encept T-objecr) or as a subtype of a group or user. Once 

again several cases need to be considered: 

Ccrse 1: Users without supertypes are subtypes of T-objecr. This is consistent with 

the miornatic model because every type must be a subtype of T-Objecr. 

Cnsr 7: Users added as a subtype of a group (or many groups) are made members 

of each supertype group. In this way the user inhents al1 the privileges of the 

supertype, which is consistent with the object-oriented mode!. 

Case 3: Users added as a subtype of another user is not available under the native 

Windows N T  security model. This feature would prevent the unnecessary 

creation of groups and make :he NT security model easier to maintain. For an 

example let us consider X as a member of the group profs and Y member of the 



oroup srltcierzrs. Now in the absence of X. Y has to do ail the tasks that X - 
perforrns (ris Y is his research assistant). In other words Y needs al1 the 

privileges of X. This could be done using our model by just maliins Y as a 

subgroup of X. This also maintains the consistency of the group membership by 

making only professors as member of the group profs. and students of group 

strrdenrs. At the same tirne there is no extra groups created or the same set of 

privileges granted. In the native NT model, the solution to this problem would 

be to crcrite a new group. add al1 the priviieges of X to that group and then add Y 

ris the mcmber of this newly created group. If the same operations were to be 

camed for many members of profs then this may result in the creation of a large 

number of groups making the maintenance of the security more difficult. This 

operation would permit a user to inherit al1 ptïvileges of a particular user. 

Additional research would need to be undenaken to define the semantics of 

removing a supertype of a user, but the issue is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Our Privilcge Propagation algorithm (see Algorithm 2) carries out this propagation for al1 

cases. 

If a user is deleted from the system. the axiomatic model is first updated and the 

correspondin_o effects are propagated to the NT objects. The Privilege Propagation 

aigofi thm (modi fied to revoke privilege) rernoves privilege from the object's subtypes. 

Finally. the user loses membership in ~ h e  supenype's groups. 

The algorithm used to add and remove groups and users is as follows: 

Algorithml: Addition or Removal of a group or user: 
1. C'pdate the axiomatic components incIuding 

Essential Super-type 
h e d i a t e  sub-type 
Type Lattice 

2 .  If X is a User Then 
Deletc / Create X as User 
If the operation is addition Then 

.4dd X as the member of al1 its super-type 
Endif 



Detete / Create X ris a new group 
Revoke / Grant al1 the prïvileges of its super-types to X 

Endif 

3. Initialize the groupList with al1 the sub-types of X 

4. For each element in the groupList do 
If the element I is a user T h e n  

Rernove / Add this user 1 as a rnember to the group X 
E Ise 

revoke / grant the privilege of group X to this group I 
Endif 
For each sub-type of the goup  I do 

Add this sub-type to the grouplist 
Endfor 
Remove the element 1 frorn the list 
I f  the groupList is empty Then 

Return 
Endif 

Endfor 
End Algorithml 

4.4.3 Modify su b-type relationship 

Addition (removal) of an object (user or group) as a supertype of another object results in 

the addition (removal) of the set of essential supertype for the object too. Our mode1 

pcnnits the supenype to be either a user or group. As in previous cases, once the 

axiomatic mode1 is updated the process of privilege propagation and addition/deletion of 

users as members is perforrned on the NT machine iteself. 
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Figure 4.4.4.2: Interface Showing the Amilable Privileges 

4.4.4 Addmemove Privilege of a group 

Ws now tuni  out attention to the specific issue of privilege management used in Our 

system. Before presenting the details of our implementation we provide a few 

definitions'. Prïvileges in our mode1 are broadly classified into three types: 

Native Privilege: are directIy given to the types 

Inhex-ired Privilege: are acquired by the types from the parent (user or group) 

' Thess tsrms have been used intuitively erirly in the thesis but a more precise definition is required to 
describe this aspect of the impIementation. 



Prisv-i lsge Interface: the union of the inherited and the native privileges 

Our s>*stem clerirly presents a Iist of each privilege held by an object as illustrrited in 

Figure 1.4.1.2. For example the figure depicts user U-LTserl mernbership in Gltesrs and 

that h e  hoIds the 'Shutdonm the System' priviIege. The inherited privilege 'Log on to 

local machine' would not appear as an NT privilege (privileges as seen using the User 

.\lciilcrger) becauss these rire not displayed. 

The addition and remova1 of prïvileges is the final aspect of Our system to consider. The 

kcy issues here are related to how privileges are propagated throughout the object 

hierarchy and how these are passed ont0 the flat structure found in NT. A brief discussion 

of the addition and removal of privileges is provided followed immediately by a sketch of 

the algorithm that implements this aspect of the system. 

Ail cz Prii.ilegc.: When a priviiege is added to a type, it is added to the set of native 

privileges. The privilege musr be propagated to its sub-types. The process of 

privilege propagation is similar for both users and groups. These privileges only 

need to be granted to the groups because NT propagates them to the group's 

members on the systerns behalf. 

Rmzai,e a Privilege: Removing a privilege from a user or group requires it first be 

removed from the set of direct privileges. In our system, if the privikge is found 

in the set of inherited privileges it has been acquired from at least one of its 

parents. This means the privilege is not revoked from the Windows NT system 

and to do so wouId require that the corresponding privilege be removed from the 

parent. Altematively, the object could be rernoved from the parent carrying the 

priviIege (see Section 5.4.3). Once removed the privilege must be recursively 

applied to its subtypes. 

The Privilege Propagation Algorithm is outlined below: 

Algorithm 2: Privilege Propagation Algorithm 
1. Add / Remove the privilege P from the set Native Pnvilege of type T 
2. If privilege P not found in set Inherited Privilege of type T Then 

Add / Remove the privilege P from the type T (cm be user or group) 
If T a group Then 

Add al1 the sub groups of the type T to the GroupList 



Else 
Add al1 the sub-types (both users and groups) of T to the GroupList 

Endif 
For each element I in the GroupList do 

Add / Remove the privilege P from the set Inherited Privilege 
I f  privilege P not found in set Direct Pnvilege Then 

Add / Remove the privilege P from the type T (can be user or 
group) 

I f  T a group Then 
Add al1 the sub groups of the type T to the GroupList 

Else 
Add al1 the sub-types (both users and groups) 

of T to the GroupList 
Endif 

Endif 
Remove the element 1 from the list 
If the groupList is empty then retum 

End for 
EndAlgorithm 2 

4.5 Surnmary 

The system has been impIemented and proven to provide an excellent intuitive interface 

that meets the pnmary goals of our project. The system is sufficiently flexible that a 

system administrator can use Our system to deploy new roles. groups and users but if they 

choose to use the User Manager to cornpiete a task ou; system will resynchronize with 

those changes once it is restarted. In this way, both our system and the one provided by 

NT c m  be used for complementary tasks. Our mode1 is much more intuitive and it  should 

be funher investigated with the ultimately goal of deploying i t  as native to NT. 



Chapter 5 Conclusion And Future Directions 

In this thesis a new security management model based on well-known schema evolution 

techniques in  OBMSs is discussed. The model is successfulIy impiernented OB Windows 

NT above the original security model in such a way that it does not require modification 

or introduce conflicts to NT'S current approach. One of the nicest features of this 

approach is that both the system and the User Manager can operate together. Any 

changes made with the user rlzarlager are reflected in our system and changes done using 

our  tooi can be seen with the User iîfurzuger in precisely the way you would expect. 

The major motivation for this thesis are: 

The popularity of the axiomatic model among object-based systems in solving 

the problem of post-design modifications. The axiomatic model handles the 

problcm of dynamic schema evolution effectively. 

The various security rnodels used in different systems treats objects like groups 

and users as different entities. This increases the complexity of the system, as 

it  requires redundant creation of groups, and granting and revoking of 

pnvileges. Thus a security mode1 that treats both the users and groups as a 

single entity makes the process of secunty management much easier and more 

efficient. 

A new non-discretionary access control mechanism, has emerged called role 

based access control. According to RBAC cights and permissions are assigned 

to roles rather than individual users. Users acquire these rights and 

permissions by assigning membership to appropriate roles. 

The management of security is related to schema changes in different ways 

that were discussed in Chapter 3. 



Thus a new security mode1 was deveIoped based on the axiomatic model and was 

successfully implemented on Windows 'IT machines. 

\krindo\vs NT was chosen as a test platform because the various security 

operations like adding a groupluser. removing a groupluser. adding privilege to a 

oroupluser. removing a group from a group/user and modifying rnembershi p are simi lar 
b 

to the schema changes adding a type, deleting a type, adding a behaviorlproperty, 

deletin_o a behaviorl property and modifying subtype relationships, respectively. Also N T  

is one of the most common network operating sysrem used in the market. 

The User Mmager on the other hand lacks many features. Some of the drawbacks 

associrited with the Windows NT secunty mode1 and its maintenance tool (the User 

Mctrrager) addressed by this research includes: 

Lack of an object-oriented approach. 

Failure to provide a clear link between inherited privileges mising from 

participation in groups and the lack of a technique to extract this information in 

an easy clear way. 

Inherited privileges of the members are hidden. 

An improved visual interface to the secunty model 

WC have also demonstrated how our rnodel permits the user to perform various 

operations that makes the management of security easier and more understandable. Some 

of the benefits of the new model include: 

Avoids unnecessary creation of groups. 

Prevents redundant and unnecessary granting and revoking of privileges. 

Provides a better visua! interface that clearly illustrates privilege flow. 

Promotes object-oriented mechanism for maintaining the security model. 

Grants no more privilege than is necessary to perform a task. This property 

ensures the adherence to the security principle of least privilege. 

Thus with the proposed model. the maintenance of security becomes much easier and 

more efficient. However there are some minor limitations and the following features will 

be added in future: 



+ Since the proposed model and the operating system should operate together. a lot 

of unnecessary processing is done to check whether the objects are updated by 

the Windows N T  tool (the User Mmiager). If this redundmt processing is 

avoided the speed of the system can be increased. 

03 Currently the rnodel supports the maintenance of security objects like users and 

oroups. This could be extended and be made to maintain other Windows NT 
h 

objects I i  ke files and directories. 

+ The rnodel supports complete inheritance. That is a11 the propenies of a type both 

native and inherited are acquired by its subtypes. Another set of properties known 

as the user propenies can be included which are specific to the user to which it is 

ormted but are not propagated to its subtypes. By adding this property a user can 
C 

possess some advanced privileges but stil! can have subtypes that do not have this 

privilege. This privilege set is helpful to a group/user chat needs to inherit most 

but not al1 the privileges of its super user. 

in surnrnary our model makes the process of security management much easier and 

efficient. The model is object-oriented and a tree stnictured interface is provided that 

makes the model better than the User Manager - the tool that comes with the Windows 

NT. The model can be extended to other systems (like UNDC) by just modifying the 

Iriycr that maps the system's objects (users, groups and privileges) into the axiomatic 

modei's components (types and propenies). 
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